Reitway Global’s Investment Process
As an investment manager focussing on a single asset class – global property – our investment
philosophy is the cornerstone of our investment process, with the same philosophy and culture
applied to all the portfolios managed by Reitway Global.
Being convinced that a consistent adherence to our investment process produces better relative
returns, we avoid modifying our philosophy to suit prevailing economic conditions or investment
trends.
Key principles of Reitway’s investment philosophy:



Active management: We exploit the unsynchronised nature of the various global REIT markets
and industries by applying a benchmark agnostic approach to investment selection and portfolio
construction.



High total returns: We identify and invest in REITs that are expected to produce high total returns.
Closed-End Funds: We enhance the yield and diversification of our portfolios by exploiting the
benefits produced by investing in Closed-End Funds (“CEFs”) of REITs.



1. Investment process
REITWAY’s investment process consist of four steps that are critical to the management of our
portfolios:

1. Investment idea generation
-

Screening
Primary research
Secondary research
Buy & watch lists

2. Portfolio construction
-

Investment strategy
Portfolio Modelling
Sell-discipline

3. Portfolio execution
-

Trading
Cash flow management

4. Performance evaluation
-

Evaluation
Feedback

Reitway Investment Process
Investment
idea generation

Reitway follows a
multidisciplinary
investment strategy
by drawing
appropriately from
fundamental,
quantitative and
behavioral
techniques.

Primary
research

2. Our agents provide in-depth research on REITs
in their industry/country of expertise

Secondary
research

3. Our investment team supports the idea generation process by scrutinizing analyst research
reports and valuation models.
4. Conference calls are held to discuss and share
views on opportunities and threats in the
various global REIT markets.

Selection:
Buy & watch lists

Portfolio
construction

Risk management
plays an important
part in our
investment process
and is managed
through adequate
diversification and
by minimizing REIT
specific risks.

Screening

1. Respected international analysts act as agents
and identify attractive investment
opportunities.

Investment
strategy

Portfolio
modelling

-

Sell-discipline

5. The buy-list consist of a selection of 30
REITs/CEFs that satisfy our investment criteria.
6. Potential securities that may be included in our
portfolio in the future are included in the
watch-list.

Two distinct but complementary strategies:
7. Direct REIT investments that satisfy our
investment criteria and are not typically
included in CEFs.
8. A basket of CEFs to achieve a diversified
exposure to global real estate securities.
9. After taking into account individual security
characteristics and portfolio constraints, a
master portfolio is constructed from the buylist.
10. Quantitative techniques are used to optimize
the portfolio in terms of return and risk.
11. We follow a substitution-based sell discipline,
whereby existing holdings are sold to accommodate new investment ideas.
12. New securities are added by using cash inflows
when the total portfolio holdings are less than
30.

Interaction and
decisions
Our Investment
team interacts
daily, with
formal
Investment
Meetings held
on a weekly
basis.

Portfolio
execution
Trading

Trade execution has
been a valuable
contributor to our
investment result –
it recieves significant
attention.

Cash flow
management

Performance
evaluation
Evaluation
meetings

Feedback

20. Technical indicators assist with
planning the daily trading strategy.
21. Limit orders are typically used to
provide price-certainty, but market
orders are used if warranted by market
conditions/liquidity constraints.
22. Buy and sell orders are placed through
brokerage firms responsible for
providing best execution in a specific
geographical area.
18. We remain fully invested - inflows are
invested immediately to minimize cash
drag.
19. A percentage-of-portfolio rebalancing
strategy is used to minimize portfolio
drift, with a current position tolerance
level of 0.75% either way of the master
portfolio.

13. Investment decisions and portfolio
performance are reviewed quarterly.
14. Strengths and weaknesses of our
process are identified and the
effectiveness of past decisions are
evaluated.
15. Performance measured relative to our
benchmark on a return and risk basis.
16. Fact sheets and Detailed Information
Sheets are provided to clients on a
monthly basis.
17. The Reitway Review provides
commentary on our investment views
and portfolio positioning.

Interaction and
decisions
Our Investment
team interacts
daily, with
formal
Investment
Meetings held
on a weekly
basis.

